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Abstract. Witch 3 is a new validator of violation witnesses in the wit-
ness format 2.0. Note that our previous tool, Symbiotic-Witch 2, can
validate only violation witnesses in the old GraphML format. Witch 3
validates witnesses of reachability of an error function, overflows, and in-
valid dereferences and deallocations. Similarly to Symbiotic-Witch 2,
the tool is based on symbolic execution and uses parts of the Symbi-
otic framework. Support of the witness format 2.0 in Witch 3 includes
features not supported by Symbiotic-Witch 2, such as constraints on
the program variables and function return values, specifying statements
by column, and providing the concrete statement in which the violation
occurs. These additional features can further restrict the explored state
space, and, more importantly, allow for much more precise validation.

1 Witness Validation Approach

Witch 3 is a new validator of violation witnesses based on symbolic execu-
tion. It extends the line of validators Symbiotic-Witch [1] and Symbiotic-
Witch 2 [2], which are used to validate violation witnesses in the GraphML
witness format [6] (now called 1.0). The main difference of Witch 3 is that it
processes witnesses in the witness format 2.01 [3] (also known as “the YAML for-
mat”). Since this format is based on witness segments and waypoints as opposed
to witness automata from the GraphML format, there are large differences in the
validation process compared to Symbiotic-Witch 2.

Since the tool performs symbolic execution on the llvm IR [9] of the in-
put program and some information may be lost during the compilation, we first
preprocess both the witness and the input program. The preprocessing entails
wrapping the branching conditions in the program with a special function so
that the condition is not decomposed or flipped during compilation. This ensures
that the conditions in the branching statements and the corresponding branches
are correctly mapped to those described in the witness. Another crucial step is
adjusting the witness so that the identifiers of the waypoints will be preserved
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in the debug information in the llvm program. In this phase we also inject the
constraints from the assumption waypoints into the input program as calls to
a special function __VALIDATOR_assume which will be handled later. After this
preprocessing, the tool compiles the program into llvm IR and runs the internal
validator Witch-Klee on the llvm program and the preprocessed witness.

The validator begins symbolic execution in the entry point of the program, as-
sociating this state with the first segment of the witness. Throughout the process,
each state of symbolic execution is associated with one witness segment.

Whenever the tool executes an instruction that could be associated with a
waypoint of type function_enter, function_return, or branching (i.e. a func-
tion call, function return, or a branching instruction), it is checked whether this
instruction matches a waypoint of the associated segment and the corresponding
constraint is enforced on the state. More precisely, if the instruction matches
the type and location of an avoid waypoint in the segment, the negation of the
constraint in the witness is added to the path condition of the state to guarantee
that the waypoint is avoided. If the path condition is not satisfiable, the current
state of symbolic execution is terminated. Note that this is always the case for
waypoints of type function_enter, as their fixed constraint true is negated into
false. If the instruction matches the follow waypoint of a segment, we add the
given constraint to the path condition and the witness traversal moves to the
next segment.

The assumption waypoints are handled slightly differently. Since the con-
straints are already injected in the program, what remains is to enforce them
at the right time. Hence, whenever a __VALIDATOR_assume call is executed, the
tool checks whether the current state of symbolic execution is associated with
the corresponding segment. If it is not, the call is ignored and symbolic execution
continues normally. Otherwise, for a follow waypoint, the tool adds the constraint
to the path condition of the state and moves to the next segment. For an avoid
waypoint, we enforce the negation of the constraint in a similar manner. If the
resulting path condition is not satisfiable, the state is terminated.

If the symbolic executor detects a property violation, the tool investigates
whether the violating instruction matches the target waypoint, which is the last
waypoint of the violation witness. If the segment associated with the violating
state is not the last, the tool terminates the current state but continues exploring
other states of symbolic execution. This is also the case if the associated segment
is the last but the target waypoint of the segment does not match the instruction
violating the property. Otherwise, i.e., if the witness traversal reached the target
waypoint, Witch 3 confirms the witness by reporting false.

If the exploration ends without confirming the witness, there are two possible
results. Normally, Witch 3 outputs true to refute the witness. However, the
symbolic executor used by Witch 3 may replace a symbolic value by a concrete
one due to an unsupported feature (for example, it does not support symbolic
floats). This substitution can cause that not all possible execution paths are
explored and thus a valid witness can be refuted. Hence, in such instances, witness
refutation is suppressed and Witch 3 reports unknown.
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2 Strengths and Weaknesses

The main strong point of Witch 3 is the support of all features of the for-
mat 2.0. This includes enforcing constraints on the values of program variables.
These constraints can be included also in the GraphML witnesses, but they are
ignored by both Symbiotic-Witch and Symbiotic-Witch 2 with the excep-
tion of the equality constraints on the return values of __VERIFIER_nondet_*
functions. These tools also ignore the attribute offset (replaced by column in
the witness format 2.0) specifying the exact location of an instruction on a given
program line. Such shortcomings of our older validators can lead to incorrectly
validated witnesses and more unknown results. In contrast, full support of the
new format allows Witch 3 to produce much more reliable results. Moreover,
even in the cases where our older validators produce a correct result without
using the contraints provided in the witness, Witch 3 can use the constraints to
reduce the explored state-space and thus speed up the validation.

On the negative side, the witness format 2.0 currently supports only witnesses
of reachability of an error function, overflows, and invalid dereferences and deal-
locations. Hence, Witch 3 can only be used in these categories. Once the format
is extended for more properties, we plan to implement their support.

Another shortcoming is that the tool currently requires the exact location
of a waypoint, including the optional column number. This does not cause any
incorrect results since the validation fails in the case of missing information.
Moreover, as of SV-COMP 2024, all tools which produced violation witnesses in
the format 2.0 included this information. Despite this, we consider it a weakness
and plan to fix it in future versions of the tool.

Witch 3 also inherits weaknesses from the technology that it uses. The fact
that the symbolic executor works with programs in llvm requires more prepro-
cessing on the program and the witness to ensure that no crucial information is
lost during the translation. For this reason, there are cases in which the valida-
tion process may be slower. Additionally, the program may contain some inner
nondeterminism, such as an unspecified order of evaluation, which is resolved
during the compilation. If this order is different to that prescribed by the wit-
ness, the witness may be incorrectly refuted. However, we have not yet found any
such incorrect result in practice. Most incorrect results stem from technical errors
such as missing models of library functions — these functions are then treated
as nondeterministic and pure, which may not be the case.

3 Software Architecture

Witch 3 can be divided into two components: Symbiotic [8], which is used as
a wrapper for the second component, and Witch-Klee, a witness validator for
llvm programs.

For the purposes of this tool, we extended Symbiotic 9 with scripts for pre-
processing the witness and the program as previously described. It also compiles
the program into llvm, links necessary function models, and parses the output
of the internal validator, Witch-Klee.
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Witch-Klee takes the program in the llvm IR and the preprocessed wit-
ness and performs the validation. The tool is based on the symbolic executor
JetKlee, a fork of Klee [7] developed for the purposes of Symbiotic. Witch-
Klee uses the yaml-cpp2 library to parse the witness in the YAML format and
Z3 [10] as the SMT solver in symbolic execution.

Both components of Witch 3 use llvm 10.0.1.

4 Tool Setup and Configuration

The archive containing Witch 3 as it participated in SV-COMP 2024 is avail-
able on Zenodo [4]. The validation is invoked by the command

./symbiotic [--prp <prop>] [--32 | --64] --witness-check <witness> <prg>

where <prop> is the considered property, the switches --32 and --64 spec-
ify the considered architecture, <witness> is a violation witness in the YAML
format, and <prg> is the input C program. The property can be provided either
as a .prp file or one of the shortcuts no-overflow and valid-memsafety. The
default setting is the property of unreachability of the function reach_error and
the 64-bit architecture.

The version of Symbiotic used by Witch 3, as well as the internal validator
Witch-Klee, are available on GitHub (see below) under the tag svcomp24. To
build Witch 3 from its sources, build each of the components separately. To run
the validator, add the location of the Witch-Klee executable to $PATH and use
the command as presented above.

5 Software Project and Contributors

Both components of Witch 3 are available on GitHub. The source code of the
validator Witch-Klee is available at

https://github.com/ayazip/witch-klee

and the source code of the version of Symbiotic used by Witch 3 can be
found at

https://github.com/ayazip/symbiotic/tree/witch-klee.

The tool has been developed at the Faculty of Informatics of Masaryk Univer-
sity by Paulína Ayaziová under the supervision and with advice of Jan Strejček.
It is available under the MIT license and all internally used tools and libraries
(llvm, JetKlee, Z3, yaml-cpp, Symbiotic) are available under open-source
licenses that comply with SV-COMP’s policy for the reproduction of results.

2 https://github.com/jbeder/yaml-cpp
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Data Availability Statement. All data of SV-COMP 2024 are archived as described
in the competition report [5] and available on the competition web site. This includes
the verification tasks, results, witnesses, scripts, and instructions for reproduction. The
version of Witch 3 used in the competition is archived on Zenodo [4].
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/),
which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium
or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the
source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were
made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the
chapter’s Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the
material. If material is not included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and
your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted
use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder.
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